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The International Journal of Translational Medicine (ISSN 2673-8937) is an open access journal that lays its foundation in a diverse editorial board that takes advantage from the distinctive expertise of the various members [1]. Main focus of the journal is to build a bridge between bench research and the bedside by publishing scientific articles which clearly emphasize basic research that has the potential to be applied to the clinics. The journal is attractive not only for its open access format, but it may be appealing to a larger audience because of the interdisciplinary agenda that the editorial board and the Editor-in-Chief have outlined. The interdisciplinary approach in medicine we chose to take is very much needed because, as the last decade of publications has shown, research in every healthcare-oriented field has been accelerated by the circulation and cross-contamination of ideas between the various scientific sectors in the medical field to achieve what we thought was unimaginable before. We encourage our readers to take a look at the list of interdisciplinary papers that will be published in this open access journal to broaden their views by letting these ideas inspire new and more advanced research.

Why the International Journal of Translational Medicine?

The ultimate aim of this journal will be to provide space to those studies that start from a clinical question, address it by transitioning to the bench, and then translate the solution to the bedside once the original clinical question is solved. The journal favors those studies and clinical observations that are generated by clear hypothesis-driven questions, which are disease-oriented, and which guide the investigations. As Editor-in-Chief of the International Journal of Translational Medicine, I would like the journal to emphasize the clinical applicability of new biomaterials, biotechnologies, bioengineering, biomarkers, diagnostics, omics science, molecular medicine, bioinformatics, immunology, molecular imaging, drug discovery and development, population health, infectious disease, gene therapy, stem cells, cancer stem cells, in cancer and cardiovascular disease.

Why Would You Submit Your Work to the International Journal of Translational Medicine?

We are aware that there are a sizable number of already existing scientific journals in the field of translational research. However, we can think of several reasons why you should consider publishing your research in the International Journal of Translational Medicine.

1. The International Journal of Translational Medicine is committed to building bridges aimed at fostering the transition between the preclinical (basic) and clinical stages of new medicines during the research and development (R&D) process, which is the transition of laboratory research discoveries to the clinics. This is because, as noted by the US National Institute of Health, despite increased efforts and investments into R&D, the pipeline of novel drugs has been declining dramatically over recent
past years. Improvement of the difficult transition between preclinical and clinical stages in the R&D process is the only remedy to the widening gap between the R&D input and the output in the clinics. Making this process better is the main goal of the International Journal of Translational Medicine.

2. The journal provides a fair, fast, rigorous and transparent peer review process between all parties involved: submitting authors, editors, and professional staff at MDPI.

3. Being open access (free access and free download of published articles) the journal promotes the diffusion of scientific knowledge free of charge for the readers allowing for the widespread diffusion and circulation of the scientific findings. This may have a positive impact on the citation index and funding activities of the publishing authors.

We hope that you will find the International Journal of Translational Medicine to be an alternative to publish your results in a journal that offers to fast track the handling of your submitted work, but that still follows a rigorous and transparent peer-review process. We follow the highest ethical standards during the review process to make sure the journal remains respected as a high-quality open access journal with the greatest possible reach and research impact in the translational medicine community.
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Center for Natural Product Research (NCNPR), the School of Pharmacy, the University of Mississippi
School of Medicine, and the Cancer Center & Research Institute in Jackson with various clinical
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to translate discoveries and laboratory work conducted at the University into clinical evaluations
and personalized medicine. Dr. Claudio published over 180 manuscripts in peer-reviewed scientific
journals and 13 book chapters on cancer therapeutics, and he is the editor of four books on cancer.